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       After lots of daydreaming and planning and drooling over pictures in seed catalogs,
you know what you want to grow in your new Container Victory Garden. You are
determined to get maximum use from your small garden space, by carefully staging the
plantings through spring, summer and fall, all in the same container. You have notes
about  your typical weather patterns, and you have gathered the tools and supplies
you’ll need. Your beautiful containers are ready and patiently waiting. 

     Do you suddenly fear that you don’t really know how to begin, or don’t have a clear
picture of when to do what tasks? My friend, take a deep breath and relax. Grab a cup of
coffee or tea while I walk you through the steps of a typical three-season garden. I think
you’ll be amazed at what you can accomplish.

In Spring Months
 1. 
       First, set up the container. The one I’m using here is round, and 24 inches diameter
at the top; this gives a good broad area for planting. It is also approximately 24 inches
deep, which is way more depth than most vegetables require. If I weren’t planning on a
tomato, which needs deep soil, I might add something at the bottom to take up space
and thus save on soil: several empty small pots, maybe (upside down, of course), empty
soda pop cans, or trimmed blocks of Styrofoam. But I am planning on a tomato, so I’ll
skip that step.

      From the hardware store, I bought a 4-foot length of heavy-duty wire fencing in a
rectangular grid pattern. It’s what farmers call hogwire; the wire itself is heavy gauge
and the grid openings are 3 inches square (various sizes are available; you just need
something that’s big enough for you to get your hand through). If your local store
doesn’t carry hogwire, ask about remesh (short for reinforcement mesh); it’s what
concrete crews use when laying large horizontal slabs, and for our purposes it works just
as well. In the next step I will form this wire into an almost-circle, leaving an opening of
about 6 inches. When I get ready to set it down into the center of the soil-filled
container, this heavy wire can stand up on its own without the need for support posts,
which is why I use it rather than the more familiar chicken wire, which cannot. 

                 



 2. 
     Fill the container with soil. I’m using bags of commercial potting mix but I will be
adding water-holding gels and slow-release fertilizer, and that is way easier to do in a
separate pan than in the container itself. I use what I think most people would call a
dishpan, a big shallow rectangular bin that makes mixing easy but has never held a dirty
dish in its life. First I fill the bin at least halfway with potting soil from the bag, add in a
handful of water-holding gel and another handful of slow-release fertilizer beads, and stir
everything together like the dry ingredients for cake dough. This process gets messy, so
I’m wearing a pair of those thin disposable household gloves.
             
    A bit at a time, I add in water and mix, until everything feels moist but not
waterlogged. To check, I take a handful and squeeze it into a fat sausage shape; if it
holds together after I open up my fingers, I’m halfway there. Then I poke that
sausage with a finger and watch what happens; if it breaks apart, this mixture is
ready to go. If it stays whole, or if water seeps out through the finger depressions,
it’s too wet and I need to mix in more soil. I may need to make up several binfuls, but
eventually I have enough to fill the container about two-thirds or three-quarters full.
I’ll hold back a supply of ready-to-go soil mixture to fill in around the plants at the
end. And I make sure to leave at least one inch clear at the top for watering; if the
container is completely full to the brim, water will just run off rather than soaking in.



 

3. 
      Plant! I position the almost-circle of wire in the center of the container, about 6
inches in from the edge, and press down until it feels stable. For now, the center stays
bare. Up against the outside of the wire, I plant seeds of Sugar Ann snap peas. I’m mad
for all sugar snap peas, but the bush varieties are much easier to manage in containers
than the vining types; theoretically they don’t need any support, but I’ve found that
having a little structure to cling to, like my wire cage, helps. I chose Sugar Ann because
it’s an All-America Selection and because it’s such a well-established favorite that the
seeds are usually easy to find. 

       In that 6-inch outer circle between the cage and the rim, I put in a series of lettuce
transplants, starting with a nursery six pack labeled simply “assorted lettuce.” At this
early stage it’s not completely obvious what each one is, but mystery plants can be
fun. As a backup, I have also picked up individual transplants of two others that I know  
I love: Lollo Rossa (frilly dark red leaves) will alternate with the bright green curly
Black-seeded Simpson. Tucked  in  between  are  seeds of  radishes  and  carrots. And I
might tuck in a few garlic cloves for the season’s first green garlic, which takes up just
a snippet of space but gives me something special.   

4. 
     Another spring task: starting seeds of summer-season plants indoors because I
can’t rely on finding transplants at the appropriate planting time. So I have picked up
some peat pellets, ordered seeds weeks ago, and set up a mini-greenhouse in my
kitchen. For a little insurance against unusual weather patterns, I’ll probably start a
second set two weeks later, just in case. 

   
 In Summertime
 1. 
     As soon as I see tomato transplants advertised for sale, I start a personal
countdown. Somewhere between one and two weeks later, depending on the
quirks of life, I go in search of a determinate tomato, either Celebrity or Oregon
Spring. Both are established favorites, usually widely available, with medium-
size red fruits. I reach inside the wire cage (through the opening or down from
the top) and dig a deep spot, then get the plant ready for the deep planting it
needs and settle it into its new home. 

              



2. 
      In another week or so of warm weather, the tomato is proudly putting on new
growth, which is a good thing, and the lettuces are looking like they’re just about to
bolt, which is not. So I pull out the lettuce plants and check on the carrots; are they
close to ready? Where the lettuce used to be, I add several plants of basil, which I
can never seem to get enough of. This year I’m trying a dwarf variety of Greek basil, a  
lemon  basil, Purple Opal,  and  Siam Queen Thai; all of those start with transplants.  

3. 
       At the same time, I have ordered seeds of several interesting bush beans; they will get
planted in an offset pattern between the basils and the wire cage. I have Red Swan, with its
dramatic color; Purple Teepee, another knockout color; and Blue Lake, the long-time, much-
loved classic. 

 4.
        When the bean seeds start to poke their heads up, the peas are probably at the end
of their production. Working carefully, I slice the pea plants off at the soil line but leave
the roots in place, and gently untangle the stems and leaves from the wires of the cage.
This opens up space for the beans to reach their full glory. For a continuous supply, I’ll
start a second batch of seeds several weeks later, a few inches in from the current crop.
              



1. 
     I’ve been enjoying tomatoes, basil, and fresh beans all summer long, and feeling
pretty darned proud of myself. But the weather is changing, and try as I might, I can’t
stop it. Time to shift gears, and get ready to transition to a second round of cool-season
plants. First step is to check in at the garden center and see what’s in stock. I snag some
baby bok choy and a six pack of Bright Lights Swiss chard, with their jewel-tone stems
and veins.

2. 
       September is warm where I live, and the tomato plant is still pumping out tomatoes
like mad, but the leaves at the bottom are brown and dead. They won’t recover, and
they’re not doing the plant any good, so I snip them off. That opens up a clear space at
the base of the tomato, which is just perfect for the baby bok choy. In they go. I’ll leave
the tomato plant alone as long as it’s producing, but when it’s done, I’ll remove it at the
soil line and give the bok choy room to flourish.

 
 
 
              

In the Fall



3.
       The last of the beans may also be near the end. I pull them up carefully, or slice the
main stem at the soil line and toss the corpses. The beautiful Swiss chard plants go into
their spot. They do well in cool weather, even through snow.
 
4. 
      I’m also keeping an eye on the basils. I want them to stay in place as long as
possible, but they cannot tolerate any whisper of cold weather, so at the first
forecast of frost I harvest everything and get ready to make basil vinegar or
batches of pesto. Into their former spots I plant masses of violas, which love cool
weather. They will bloom their hearts out for me all winter long and maybe even
winter over into next spring. When we start this glorious cycle all over again.

 
 
 
              

*In this Three Season Garden Planner, I name specific plants, just to make things clear,
but the basic idea is very flexible. Choose whatever cool-season and warm-season things

your family likes, transition them in and out by season, and you can enjoy fresh
vegetables almost all year long.

 



Even if all you have is a postage
stamp's worth of space on a balcony,
patio, or front stoop, The Container

Victory Garden equips you to dig
into the joys of container gardening,

right where you are.

LEARN MORE

http://aps.harpercollins.com/harpercelebrate?isbn=9780785255765&retailer=amazon&locale=US

